Abstract Using a well-established analytic nonlinear signal-to-noise ratio noise model we show that there are very simple, fibre independent, amplifier gains which minimize the total energy requirement for amplified systems. Power savings of over 50% are shown to be possible by choosing appropriate amplifier gain and output power.
General analytical results
For a coherently detected optical link of N amplifiers with equal gain the nonlinear impact on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be expressed as a simple additional noise term, cubic in signal power This SNR in turn can be used to derive the channel capacity limit, or the performance of a specific modulation format by substitution into the conventional equations. In this paper we consider a specific formalism [1] but the results may be generalised to all current calculations of nonlinear capacity [2] .
  where B amp represents the overall bandwidth of the system and the remaining parameters have their usual meanings. Equation 1 has a very simple optimum which occurs when the nonlinear term = ½ ASE P . A simple analytic form for this optimum power has been derived [1, 2] ..
In order to investigate the total power used in a system consisting of N amplifiers we now rewrite equations 1 and 2 in terms of the total power P T (at fixed span length L)
We can consider two approaches to calculating the minimum total signal power. The first is to take the optical power given by equation 4 and find the span length for which this is minimised by solving.
to give the following expression for the amplifier span;
This is a remarkably simple expression which is independent of the system parameters and the majority of the fibre parameters (dispersion, nonlinearity etc). Indeed in terms of gain, this gives a universal optimum gain of 13dB (or expressed linearly; e 3 ) to ensure the minimum power consumption when the system is operated at the nonlinear threshold, as given by equation 2. This is not the global minimum power which, of course, will depend on the desired SNR. But this gain is at the point where increasing the amplifier spacing not only reduces the SNR but also increases the total required system power. Thus it is desirable for both performance and power reasons not to exceed this amplifier span length which is 65km for a standard loss of 0.2dB/km We will turn our attention to the more global case and optimise equation 3 with respect to amplifier gain. As will become clear later the minimum required total signal power is obtained through the solution of
which may be shown to correspond to the solution of:
[6] Equation 6 has a very simple asymptotic solution when we take the limit towards zero power (and of course zero SNR).
where W(.) represents the Lambert W function. For span lengths below L b the minimum required total power only increases. There is an obvious similarity between equations 5 and 7 in that both indicate a universal optimum span length only dependent on loss, and in consequence a universal amplifier gain. Ignoring the correction factor W(.) the difference in optimum linear gains is simply e, and including it the difference increases to 6dB. Note that in practice, the impact of nonlinearity is to reduce L b slightly.
Exemplar graphical results
In order to fully illustrate the implications of total power optimisation, consider an example system with the following system and fibre parameters unless otherwise stated: dispersion 20ps/nm/km, loss 0.046 /km (0.2dB/km), nonlinearity 1.4/W/km, system length 3000km. We will now plot equations 3 and results 4 to 6 on a single graph shown in figure 1 . This figure contains the essence of the results of this work and we believe rewards detailed study.
The figure shows contours of nonlinear Shannon capacity for a polarisation multiplexed system (2 Log 2 (1+SNR T )) in the amplifier spacing, total power space typically used by system designers (also shown is the amplifier gain which is useful for the fibre independent interpretation). The blue dotted line is the optimum capacity against amplifier span runs along the SNR contour ridge and diverges as the amplifier spacing tends to zero. This shows that although the vanishingly small amplifier spacing will give the maximum performance the overall power requirement tends to infinity. The solid red line in figure 1 is the minimum total power for a given SNR i.e. the solution to equation 6. This power is always below that of the blue dotted line and intercepts the x axis at a spacing given by equation 7. A simple illustration will show how to use figure  1 and what potential energy savings are available. The black square is the optimum possible capacity with 100km which is a typical terrestrial span length (with a 20dB loss). The open blue circle is the point with the same capacity, but at the spacing given by equation 4. Visually there is a substantial reduction in power whilst retaining the same performance. In fact the total power is reduced in that case by more than 50% (actually 69%). Thus the desired capacity could have been achieved with less than half the power if the amplifier spacing had been reduced from 100 to 65km. A reduction is almost as large (46%) going from 80 to 65km can also been seen. For the 100km case a further power reduction of ~28% can be achieved by continuing on the contour to intercept the red line which for the optimum value to match the 100km capacity (34.5km) is almost indistinguishable from the asymptotic value in equation 7 i.e. 34.6km. The second example illustrated in figure 1 shows the power saving from reducing the amplifier spacing from L a to L b whilst achieving the optimum capacity for the 65km spaced system (49%). Figure 2 plots the power savings achievable by operating at L a and L b , using the 100km spacing as a reference, as a function of fibre loss. This figure shows that reducing the fibre loss monotonically reduces the benefit of operating at the optimum lengths (L a and L b ). However, since the optimum gains are universal, energy savings are still possible by operating at either optimum length even for the lowest loss pure silica core fibre [4] and the overall optimum remains beneficial even at the theoretical loss minima of hollow core band-gap fibres [5] . With the exception of loss and amplifier spacing, we observed that the power savings were independent of all other system and fibre parameters.
. 
Conclusions
The simple model presented here produces some very clear and widely applicable results on the power minimization of amplified fibre links. In particular we have shown that there are high potential savings (>50%) in energy demands for optically amplified links which can be obtained by the appropriate selection the amplifier spacing (and associated output power). This spacing is generally significantly less than the current designs. We observe that a span length requiring a 13dB gain will give, universally, most of the benefit. But even shorter amplifier spans will give further benefit. Of course the savings identified here are for power or equivalently operational costs. Increased amplifier count would contribute to the capital costs. But if all systems focused on the optimum gain of 13dB allowing manufacturers concentrate on a single widely deployed design then the power consumption of the world's systems would be reduced by ~50% and the capital cost increase may not be so significant.
